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Abstract: We examine the evolution of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) droplets with viscous hydrodynamics and
analyze the pion transverse-momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry in
a granular source model consisting of viscous QGP droplets. The shear viscosity of the QGP droplet speeds up and
slows down the droplet evolution in the central and peripheral regions of the droplet, respectively. The effect of the
bulk viscosity on the evolution is negligible. Although there are viscous effects on the droplet evolution, the pion
momentum spectrum and elliptic flow change little for granular sources with and without viscosity. On the other
hand, the influence of viscosity on HBT radius Rout is considerable. It makes Rout decrease in the granular source
model. We determine the model parameters of granular sources using the experimental data of pion transverse-
momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and HBT radii together, and investigate the effects of viscosity on the model
parameters. The results indicate that the granular source model may reproduce the experimental data of pion
transverse-momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and HBT radii in heavy-ion collisions of Au-Au at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
and Pb-Pb at
√
sNN =2.76 TeV in different centrality intervals. The viscosity of the droplet leads to an increase in
the initial droplet radius and a decrease of the source shell parameter in the granular source model.
Key words: high-energy heavy-ion collisions, pion interferometry, elliptic flow, granular source, viscous hydrody-
namics
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1 Introduction
At sufficiently high temperature and/or high density,
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) predicts a transition
from hadronic matter to the de-confined phase of quarks
and gluons, called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) [1]. It is
the primary goal of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions
to create the QGP and study its evolution and detection
[2–5]. Relativistic hydrodynamics is an efficient tool for
describing the evolution of the hot and dense matter pro-
duced in high-energy heavy-ion collisions [6–20]. Ideal
hydrodynamics, with the strong assumptions that the
fluid evolves without dissipation, has demonstrated that
it can reproduce many experimental results for heavy-ion
collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
[2–5, 21–25]. However, dissipative evolution of the hot
and dense matter is a more general case, and viscous hy-
drodynamic models have recently been applied in heavy
ion collisions at the RHIC and the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [9–20, 26–52].
Because of the complexity of the processes of high-
energy heavy-ion collisions, it is hard to obtain the
final-state results directly from first-principle calcula-
tions of QCD, the fundamental theory of strong interac-
tion. Phenomenologically, starting from the experimen-
tal data of final observables one may infer the processes
backward step-by-step with models. In Refs. [53] and
[54], we systematically investigated the pion transverse-
momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and Hanbury-Brown-
Twiss (HBT) interferometry in a granular source model
of QGP droplets and compared the model results of these
observables with the experimental data of heavy-ion col-
lisions at the RHIC and LHC. In this model, granular
sources are assumed to be formed at a later time in
the QGP expansion. The lumps of QGP after this time
are dealt with as spherical droplets for simplicity, which
evolve in ideal hydrodynamics as in previous granular
source models [55–59]. The anisotropic pressure gradi-
ent in the early QGP matter is assumed to lead to the
anisotropic initial velocities of the QGP droplets in the
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granular source model. The investigations indicated [53]
that the granular source model consistently reproduces
the data of pion transverse-momentum spectrum, elliptic
flow, and HBT radii in heavy ion collisions at the RHIC
and the LHC. On this basis, developing a viscous granu-
lar source model and examining the effect of viscosity on
the source evolution and the multi-observable analyses in
the viscous granular source model are the motivations of
this work. Furthermore, experimental data for different
observables at different collision energies and in different
centrality intervals give strict constraints on the model
parameters. This makes these parameters include use-
ful information about the source geometry and dynam-
ics. They may provide helpful information for the study
of the QGP properties and dynamics at earlier stages.
Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the applicabil-
ity of the parameters and their modification in a viscous
granular source model.
In this paper, we use viscous relativistic hydrody-
namics to describe droplet evolution, and construct the
granular source with the evolving droplets. We analyze
the pion transverse-momentum spectrum, elliptic flow,
and HBT interferometry in the viscous granular source
model. The model parameters of granular sources are
determined by the experimental data of pion transverse-
momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and HBT radii to-
gether. The effects of viscosity on the model parameters
are investigated. We find that the motion of droplets in
the granular sources reduces the effect of viscosity on the
pion transverse-momentum spectrum and the viscosity
causes a small decrease of the elliptic flow. However, vis-
cosity makes the HBT radius Rout decrease significantly
in the granular source model. The model results of the
granular sources are in accordance with the experimental
data of Au-Au collisions at the RHIC and Pb-Pb colli-
sions at the LHC. This means that the granular source
model reflects in some degree the physics of the system
evolution during the later stages of heavy-ion collisions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we review the second order Mu¨ller-Israel-Stewart
formalism for viscous relativistic hydrodynamics. We
also present the equations of the viscous hydrodynamics
in spherical geometry and provide their numerical solu-
tions for the droplet. In Section 3, we analyze the pion
transverse-momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and HBT
interferometry for viscous granular sources for heavy-ion
collisions of Au-Au at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb at√
sNN =2.76 TeV. In Section 4, we compare the results of
the observables for granular sources with different model-
parameter sets and investigate the influence of viscosity
on the parameters. Finally, we provide a summary and
discussion in Section 5.
2 Evolution of QGP droplets with vis-
cous hydrodynamics
In our granular source model, the source evolution is
regarded as the superposition of the evolutions of the
QGP droplets, and the droplets are assumed to have
spherical geometry for simplicity [53–59]. In this sec-
tion, we will present briefly the description of viscous
hydrodynamics for spherical QGP droplets, and show
their hydrodynamical evolution.
2.1 Viscous hydrodynamics for spherical QGP
droplets
For the zero-net-baryon systems produced in ultrarel-
ativistic heavy ion collisions, the description of viscous
hydrodynamics starts from the local conservation of en-
ergy and momentum,
dµT
µν ≡ ∂µT µν+ΓµµλT λν+T µλΓνλµ=0. (1)
Here, dµ denotes the covariant differential, and the
Christoffel symbol is given by
Γγαβ ≡
1
2
gγσ (∂αgβσ+∂βgσα−∂σgαβ) , (2)
where gµν = diag(+,−,−,−) is a metric tensor. We
adopt the Landau-Lifshitz frame [60], i.e., the local rest
frame of energy density. The energy-momentum tensor
T µν is
T µν = ǫuµuν−(P +Π)∆µν+πµν , (3)
where ǫ is the local energy density, uµ is the four-velocity
of the energy flow, P and Π are the thermal equilib-
rium pressure and the bulk viscous pressure respectively,
∆µν ≡ gµν−uµuν , and πµν is the shear viscous pressure
tensor.
Based on the second-order Mu¨ller-Israel-Stewart the-
ory of dissipative hydrodynamics [61], πµν and Π satisfy
the viscous relaxation equations
τpi∆
µα∆νβDπαβ+π
µν
=2 η˜∇<µuν>− 1
2
πµν η˜ T dλ
(
τpiu
λ
η˜T
)
(4)
and
τΠDΠ+Π=−ξ˜ dµuµ− 1
2
Π ξ˜ T dλ
(
τpiu
λ
ξ˜T
)
, (5)
respectively. Here, η˜ is the shear viscosity coefficient, ξ˜
is the bulk viscosity coefficient, τpi is the relaxation time
for shear viscosity, and τΠ is the relaxation time for bulk
viscosity. In our numerical calculations, quantities η˜, ξ˜,
τpi, and τΠ are taken to have certain relationships with
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entropy density which will be discussed later. Some no-
tations used in Eqs. (4) and (5) are defined as
dµu
ν ≡ ∂µuν+Γναµuα,
D ≡ uµdµ, ∇µ≡∆µνdν ,
∇<µuν>≡∇(µuν)− 1
3
∆µνdλu
λ,
A(αβ) ≡ 1
2
(
Aαβ+Aβα
)
.
(6)
For a spherical droplet, Eqs. (1), (4), and (5) can be
written as follows (see Appendix A for detailed deriva-
tions), which are suitable for solving numerically:


∂
∂t
E+
∂
∂r
[(E+Pr)vr] =−(E+Pr) 2vr
r
,
∂
∂t
M+
∂
∂r
[Mvr+Pr] =−M 2vr
r
− 2τ
rr−τθθ−τφφ
r
,
∂
∂t
τ rr+
∂
∂r
[vrτ
rr] = σrr
(
2
1
γ
η˜
τpi
)
+τ rr
[
− 1
γ
1
τpi
− 1
2
1
γ
Θ− 1
2
1
γ
η˜T
τpi
D
(
τpi
η˜T
)
+
∂vr
∂r
]
,
∂
∂t
τθθ+
∂
∂r
[vrτ
θθ] = σθθ
(
2
1
γ
η˜
τpi
)
+τθθ
[
− 1
γ
1
τpi
− 1
2
1
γ
Θ− 1
2
1
γ
η˜T
τpi
D
(
τpi
η˜T
)
+
∂vr
∂r
]
,
∂
∂t
τφφ+
∂
∂r
[vrτ
φφ] = σφφ
(
2
1
γ
η˜
τpi
)
+τφφ
[
− 1
γ
1
τpi
− 1
2
1
γ
Θ− 1
2
1
γ
η˜T
τpi
D
(
τpi
η˜T
)
+
∂vr
∂r
]
,
∂
∂t
Π+
∂
∂r
[vrΠ]=Θ
1
γ
ξ˜
τpi
+Π
[
− 1
γ
1
τpi
− 1
2
1
γ
Θ− 1
2
1
γ
ξ˜T
τpi
D
(
τpi
ξ˜T
)
+
∂vr
∂r
]
,
(7)
where
E= γ2(ǫ+v2rPr), (8)
Pr =P +Π+τ
rr, (9)
M = vr(E+Pr), (10)
and τ rr, τθθ, and τφφ are three quantities introduced in
the nonzero components of πµν as
πµν =


γ2v2rτ
rr γ2vrτ
rr 0 0
γ2vrτ
rr γ2τ rr 0 0
0 0 r−2τθθ 0
0 0 0 (r sinθ)−2τφφ

 ,
(11)
where
τ rr+τθθ+τφφ=0, (12)
from the traceless condition πµµ = 0. The other referred
quantities in Eq. (7) are given by
Θ=
∂γ
∂t
+
∂(γvr)
∂r
+2γ
vr
r
, (13)
σrr =−2σθθ=−2σφφ=2
(
γ
vr
r
− 1
3
Θ
)
. (14)
2.2 Hydrodynamical evolution of QGP droplets
In equation set (7), there are eight variable quan-
tities, E (or ǫ), Pr (or P ), M (or vr), τ
rr, τθθ, τφφ,
Π, and T . With the traceless condition [Eq. (12)],
there are seven independent variables. An equation of
state (EOS), P (ǫ,T ), is needed when solving the hy-
drodynamic equations. In the numerical calculations in
this paper, we use the EOS s95p-PCE [38], which com-
bines the lattice QCD data at high temperature and the
hadron resonance gas at low temperature. The equations
in (7) have a similar form, ∂tU +∂rF (U) =G(U). They
can be solved by the HLLE algorithm [6, 55, 62–64].
The initial energy density distribution of a droplet
in our granular source model is taken to be the Woods-
Saxon form as in Ref. [54],
ǫ(r)= ǫ0
1
e
r−r0
a +1
, (15)
where ǫ0 is the initial energy density at the center of the
droplet, r0 denotes the initial droplet radius, and a is
the Woods-Saxon width parameter, which is taken to be
0.1r0. The shear and bulk viscosity quantities, τ
rr, τθθ,
τφφ, and Π are set to be zero initially because the droplet
is initially at rest in the local frame.
When solving equation set (7) numerically, we also
need to specify the viscosity coefficients η˜ and ξ˜ and the
relaxation time τpi and τΠ. For the strongly coupled QGP
matter produced in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions,
the ratio of the shear viscosity to entropy density, η˜/s,
is expected to be between 0.08–0.24 [16, 30], that is 1 to
3 times the minimum (η˜/s)min=1/4π [65]. To look into
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the effects of viscosity on observables, we take the upper
bound of η˜/s (3 times the minimum) in calculations. The
shear relaxation time τpi is taken as 3η˜/(sT ) as in Refs.
[16, 35–38]. For bulk viscosity, the minimum (ξ˜/s)min
obtained by the AdS/CFT result is 2(η˜/s)min(1/3− c2s)
[66]. Here, cs is the speed of sound. The entropy den-
sity s and the speed of sound cs as functions of energy
density or temperature are given by the EOS s95p-PCE
(see Fig. 2 and Eq. (A2) in Ref. [38]). We take ξ˜/s also
as 3 times the minimum (ξ˜/s)min in calculations. The
bulk relaxation time is taken to be the parametrization,
τΠ=max[120 · ξ˜/s,0.1] fm/c, as in Ref. [35].
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Temperature evolution [(a)
and (b)], expansion velocity [(c) and (d)], and
isothermals [(e) and (f)] of droplets with differ-
ent initial radii and initial energy density ǫ0=2.2
GeV/fm3.
We plot in Fig. 1 the temperature evolution (top pan-
els), expanding velocity (middle panels), and isothermals
(bottom panels) of the droplet with initial radii r0=4 and
2 fm. Here the cyan solid lines, red dashed lines, and blue
dot-dashed lines are for droplets without viscosity, with
only shear viscosity, and with both shear and bulk vis-
cosities. The initial energy density is taken as ǫ0 = 2.2
GeV/fm3 [53, 54], corresponding to the moment of gran-
ular source formation. Also, the marked time in Fig. 1 is
evolution time relative to the formation time. The shear
viscosity of the droplet has a dual effect on the droplet
evolution in the edge and central regions of the droplet.
In the edge region, the large pressure gradient leads to a
fast expansion and the viscosity plays to resist the expan-
sion. So, the temperature of a viscous droplet decreases
a little slower than that of a droplet without viscosity.
However, the expansion velocity is small in the central
region of the droplet because of small pressure gradient.
In this case, the viscosity pulls the matter in the central
region to move and leads to a lower temperature of the
viscous droplet compared to that of the droplet without
viscosity in the central region. The dual effects on the
droplet expansion velocity and isothermals can also be
observed in the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1. By
comparing the curves, considering only shear viscosity
and both shear and bulk viscosities, one can see that the
influence of bulk viscosity on the evolution is very small.
In our granular source model, the particles are emit-
ted from the evolving droplets. To investigate the
pion transverse-momentum pT spectrum of the granular
source, we first examine the pT spectrum of pions emitted
from a single droplet. The pion transverse-momentum
spectrum for the evolving single droplet are calculated
with the Cooper-Frye formula [67]
1
2π
d2N
pTdpTdy
∝ 1
(2π)3
∫
Σ
pµdσµ(f0+δf), (16)
where y is particle rapidity, f0 is the Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution, and δf is given by [12, 29, 38],
δf = f0(1+f0)
pµpν
2(ǫ+P )T 2
(πµν− 2
5
Π∆µν). (17)
The integration in Eq. (16) is over the hypersurface at
freeze-out temperature Tf .
In Fig. 2, we plot the transverse-momentum spec-
tra of pions emitted from droplets evolving as shown in
Fig. 1 in the freeze-out temperature region 80<Tf <Tc
(Tc = 165 MeV), with the following probability used in
the granular source models [53, 54, 57–59],
dP
dTf
∝fdir e−
Tc−Tf
∆Tdir +(1−fdir)e−
Tc−Tf
∆Tdec . (18)
Here, fdir is the fraction of direct emission around Tc,
and ∆Tdir and ∆Tdec are the temperature widths for
the direct and decay emissions, respectively. In the cal-
culations, we take fdir = 0.75, ∆Tdir = 10 MeV, and
∆Tdec = 90 MeV as in [53, 54]. In the edge region of
the droplet, the large expansion velocity causes the large
average transverse momentum of the particles. The vis-
cous droplet in the edge region evolves more slowly (thus
has higher temperature) than the droplet without vis-
cosity. So, the transverse momentum spectrum for vis-
cous droplets is higher at large pT than that for droplets
without viscosity. This effect is more obvious for smaller
droplets. The pressure gradient in smaller droplets is
larger than in larger droplets with the same initial en-
ergy density.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Transverse-momentum spec-
tra of pions emitted from evolving droplets as in
Fig. 1, and with the freeze-out temperature dis-
tribution (18).
3 Multi-observable analyses for granular
sources
Single-particle momentum spectra, elliptic flow, and
two-particle HBT correlations are important observables
in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. They are tightly re-
lated to the initial conditions, evolution, and freeze-out
of the particle-emitting sources. In this section, we will
analyze these observables for the granular sources for
heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC energies, and in-
vestigate the effects of viscosity on the analysis results.
3.1 Ingredients of granular source model
In Refs. [55–57], a granular source model of QGP
droplets was proposed and developed byWei-Ning Zhang
et al. to explain the RHIC HBT puzzle, Rout/Rside ∼ 1
[68–71], where Rout and Rside are two HBT radii in the
transverse plane along and perpendicular to the trans-
verse momentum of the particle pairs [72, 73]. Although
the early idea of constructing the granular source model
was based on the first-order QCD transition [55, 74–
77], the occurrence of granular sources may not be lim-
ited to the first-order phase transition. There are other
factors, such as large initial fluctuations and some sys-
tem instabilities may lead to the granular inhomogeneous
structure of particle-emitting sources in ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions [56–59, 64, 78–84]. In the granular
source model, the droplets are assumed to have spherical
geometry and anisotropic initial velocities. This model
may be considered as a simplified picture of inhomoge-
neous particle-emitting sources.
Apart from using viscous hydrodynamics to describ-
ing the droplet evolution, we adopt all the ingredients
of the granular source model used in Ref. [54]. The
initial energy density distribution of a single droplet is
assumed to be a Woods-Saxon distribution [54], and the
QGP droplets are initially distributed within a cylinder
along the beam direction (z-axis) by [53, 54]
dNd
dx0dy0dz0
∝
[
1−e−(x20+y20)/∆R2T
]
θ(RT −ρ0)
×θ(Rz−|z0|), (19)
where ρ0=
√
x20+y
2
0 and z0 are the initial transverse and
longitudinal coordinates of the droplet centers, RT and
Rz describe the initial transverse and longitudinal sizes
of the source, and ∆RT is a transverse shell parameter.
Quantity ∆RT is used to describe the effect where blast-
wave-type expansion in early high density QGP matter
may lead to a void in the system central region [6, 62]
at the time of the granular source formation (∆RT → 0
for the uniform transverse distribution of droplets). The
initial radius of the droplets, r0, satisfies a Gaussian dis-
tribution with standard deviation σd in the droplet local
frame. We take the initial velocities of the droplets in
the granular source as [53, 54]
vdi=sign(r0i) ·ai
( |r0i|
Ri
)bi
, i=1, 2, 3, (20)
where r0i is x0, y0, or z0 for i = 1, 2, or 3, and
sign(r0i) denotes the signal of r0i, which ensures an out-
ward droplet velocity. In Eq. (20), Ri = (RT ,RT ,Rz),
ai = (ax,ay,az) and bi = (bx, by, bz) are the magnitude
and exponent parameters in x, y, and z directions re-
spectively. It is also convenient to use the equivalent
parameters aT = (ax+ay)/2 and ∆aT = ax−ay instead
of ax and ay. The parameters aT and ∆aT describe the
initial transverse expansion and asymmetric dynamical
behavior of the system, respectively. For simplicity, we
take bx = by = bT in calculations. The parameters bT
and bz describe the coordinate dependence of exponen-
tial power in transverse and longitudinal directions. The
parameters (aT , ∆aT , az, bT , bz) reflect the anisotropic
coordinate-dependence of the droplet velocity caused by
the anisotropic pressure gradient in early QGP matter
in the granular source model.
3.2 Pion momentum spectrum and elliptic flow
in viscous granular source model
In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, the invariant mo-
mentum distribution of final particles can be written in
the form of a Fourier series [85, 86],
E
d3N
d3p
=
1
2π
d2N
pTdpTdy
[
1+
∑
n
2vn cos(nφ)
]
, (21)
where φ is the particle azimuthal angle with respect to
the reaction plane. In Eq. (21), the first term on the
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right is the transverse momentum spectrum in the ra-
pidity interval dy, and the second harmonic coefficient
v2 in the summation is called the elliptic flow.
In Fig. 3, we plot the pion transverse-momentum
spectra of granular sources without viscosity (cyan solid
lines), with only shear viscosity (red dashed lines), and
with both shear and bulk viscosities (blue dot-dashed
lines), for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in
the centrality intervals 0-5%, 10-20%, and 30-50%, and
for Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the cen-
trality intervals 10-20% and 40-50%. In these central-
ity intervals, the experimental data of pion transverse-
momentum spectrum, elliptic flow, and HBT interfer-
ometry are all available. The experimental data plotted
in Fig. 3 are from the PHENIX and STAR collabora-
tions at the RHIC [87, 88] and the ALICE collaboration
at the LHC [89]. In the calculations of the momentum
spectra of the granular sources, we take the rapidity cuts
|y| < 0.1 and |y| < 0.5 to be the same as in the experi-
mental measurements at the RHIC [88] and at the LHC
[89], respectively. The granular source parameters are
the same as in Ref. [54] for the Woods-Saxon initial en-
ergy distribution of droplets (see Set I of Table 1).
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
pT (GeV/c)
10-8
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100
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104
106
d2
N/
(2pi
p T
dp
T
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2
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STAR, 0-5%
STAR, 10-20%
STAR, 30-50%
only shear
non-visc
shear+bulk
Pb-Pb ALICE, 10-20%
ALICE, 40-50%
Au-Au
Fig. 3. (Color online) Pion transverse momen-
tum spectra of granular sources without viscosity
(cyan solid lines), with only shear viscosity (red
dashed lines), and with both shear and bulk vis-
cosities (blue dot-dashed lines), for Au-Au colli-
sions at
√
sNN =200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The experimental data mea-
sured by the PHENIX and STAR collaborations
at the RHIC [87, 88] and by the ALICE collabo-
ration at the LHC [89] are also plotted.
One can see from Fig. 3 that the effect of viscosity
on the momentum spectrum is very small. In the gran-
ular source model, the momentum spectrum depends
not only on the droplet evolution velocity, which is vis-
cosity related, but also on the outward motion of the
droplet as a whole, which is determined by the velocity
parameters aT and bT . The outward motion of whole
droplet boosts the particles emitted from the droplet.
As a result, some particle momenta are decreased and
some particle momenta are increased compared to the
case where the droplets are at rest in the granular source
(aT =0,az =0). Although viscosity may lead to a small
enhancement of the transverse-momentum distribution
of a single droplet at larger pT (see Fig. 2), the outward
motion of the whole droplet lets some of the particle
contributions in the high transverse momentum region
of the single droplet spectrum move to the low trans-
verse momentum region. Meanwhile, it lets some of the
particle contributions in the low transverse momentum
region of the single droplet spectrum move to the high
transverse momentum region. As a result, the outward
motion of the whole droplet partially reduces the influ-
ence of droplet viscosity on the momentum spectrum in
the granular source model.
0 0.4 0.8
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0
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v 2
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Pion elliptic flow of granular
sources without viscosity (cyan solid lines), with
only shear viscosity (red dashed lines), and with
both shear and bulk viscosities (blue dot-dashed
lines), for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
[panel (a)] and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76
TeV [panel (b)], respectively. The experimental
data measured by the STAR collaboration at the
RHIC [90] and by the ALICE collaboration at the
LHC [91, 92] are plotted in panels (a) and (b), re-
spectively.
In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we show the results of pion
elliptic flow of the granular sources without viscosity
(cyan solid lines), with only shear viscosity (red dashed
lines), and with both shear and bulk viscosities (blue
dot-dashed lines) as in Fig. 3, for Au-Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76
TeV, respectively. The experimental data of elliptic flow
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for the Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions in the same cen-
trality intervals as the momentum-spectrum data in Fig.
3, measured by the PHENIX and STAR collaborations
at the RHIC [87, 88] and the ALICE collaboration at
the LHC [89] are also shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), re-
spectively. We take the pseudorapidity cuts |η| < 1.0
and |η| < 0.8 in the calculations of v2 of the granular
sources to be the same as in the experimental analyses
carried out by the STAR [90] and the ALICE [91, 92]
collaborations, respectively. The elliptic flow of the vis-
cous granular source is a little smaller than that of the
granular source without viscosity. Because the evolu-
tion of the spherical droplet is isotropic, the anisotropic
flow v2 of the granular source is determined by the ve-
locity parameters ∆aT , bT , and bz [56]. These parame-
ters reflect the anisotropic coordinate-dependence of the
droplet velocity caused by the anisotropic pressure gradi-
ent in the early QGP matter, and are seldom affected by
the droplet evolution afterwards in the granular source
model considered. In Ref. [93], the effects of droplet
absorption of particles on the momentum spectrum and
HBT radii are investigated. Further investigations of
the influences of source evolution and absorption on v2
in the viscous granular source model will be of interest.
At larger pT (> 1.8 GeV/c), the v2 results of the granular
sources are larger than the experimental data. This is be-
cause the current granular source model does not include
the hard processes which exist in high-energy heavy-ion
collisions.
3.3 Pion interferometry results of granular
sources
The two-pion HBT correlation function is defined
as the ratio of the two-particle momentum spectrum
P (p1,p2) of identical pions to the product of the two
single-pion momentum spectra P (p1)P (p2). In inter-
ferometry analyses in high-energy heavy-ion collisions,
the two-pion correlation function is usually fitted by the
Gaussian parameterized formula
C(qout,qside,qlong)=1+λe
−R2outq
2
out−R
2
sideq
2
side−R
2
longq
2
long ,
(22)
where qout, qside, and qlong are the Bertsch-Pratt variables
[72, 73], which denote the components of the relative mo-
mentum q = p1−p2 in the transverse “out” (parallel to
the transverse momentum of the pion pair kT ), trans-
verse “side” (in the transverse plane and perpendicular
to kT ), and longitudinal (“long”) directions, respectively.
In Eq. (22), λ is the chaoticity parameter, and Rout, Rside,
and Rlong are the HBT radii in the out, side, and long
directions respectively.
In experimental HBT analyses, the Coulomb effect on
the correlation functions must be considered [94–97]. It
becomes the well-known Gamow factor [98] in the case
of first-order approximation. Because the Coulomb ef-
fect has been carefully removed from the experimental
HBT data [71, 99], we will not consider it in our model
HBT analyses. In a more general case, the interference
term in the formula of the two-pion correlation function
also contains factors concerning two relative momentum
products, e−2R
2
osqoutqside , e−2R
2
olqoutqlong , and e−2R
2
slqsideqlong
[71, 97, 100–104]. They are employed in more detailed
HBT analyses. In Ref. [71], the STAR collaboration in-
vestigates the dependence of two-pion correlation func-
tions on the particle azimuth angle using a formula con-
taining the factor e−2R
2
osqoutqside , and the relevant Fourier
coefficients of HBT correlations are studied as a func-
tion of the number of participating nucleons in heavy-
ion collisions at RHIC energy. In Ref. [99], the ALICE
collaboration performs two-pion HBT analyses with the
correlation-function formula without the factors concern-
ing two relative momentum products in heavy-ion colli-
sions at LHC energy. Because the experimental data of
HBT radii Rout, Rside, and Rlong are available in heavy-
ion collisions at both the RHIC and LHC, we perform the
HBT analyses with formula (22) for the granular sources
at RHIC and LHC energies and examine the variations of
model parameters with collision energy. Further detailed
HBT analyses with the more general correlation-function
formula for the granular sources will be of interest.
In Fig. 5 we show the results of pion interferometry of
the granular sources for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN =200
GeV and Pb-Pb at
√
sNN =2.76 TeV in the correspond-
ing centrality intervals as in Fig. 3. The experimental
data of the pion interferometry analyses performed by
the STAR [71] and the ALICE [99] collaborations are
also shown in Fig. 5 by the black solid circles and black
solid squares, respectively. In our interferometry analy-
ses for the granular sources, we take the same rapidity
or pseudorapidity cuts as in the experimental analyses
[71, 99]. In Fig. 5, the results denoted by cyan open
circles are for the granular sources without viscosity and
with the same model parameters as in Ref. [54] for the
Woods-Saxon initial energy distribution of the droplet.
The results denoted by red down-triangles and blue up-
triangles are for the granular sources with only shear
viscosity and with both shear and bulk viscosities, re-
spectively. The parameters for the viscous sources are
taken to be the same as for the non-viscous sources [54].
One can see from Fig. 5 that the differences between
the results for the granular sources with only shear vis-
cosity and with both shear and bulk viscosities are very
small. The main influence of viscosity is on the HBT ra-
dius Rout, which has an obvious decrease for the viscous
sources. The effect of viscosity leads also to the decrease
of the ratio Rout/Rside. The results of the chaotic param-
eters λ of the granular sources are larger than the exper-
imental data, because many effects in experiments can
decrease the measurement value of λ [94, 97, 104–106],
which exceed our considerations in the granular source
model.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Pion HBT radii and chaotic parameter of the granular sources without viscosity (cyan open
circles), with only shear viscosity (red down-triangles), and with both shear and bulk viscosities (blue up-triangles),
for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the same centrality
intervals as in Fig. 3. The black solid circles in the left three columns show the experimental data for Au-Au
collisions measured by the STAR collaboration [71], and the black solid squares in the right two columns show the
experimental data for Pb-Pb collisions measured by the ALICE collaboration [99].
4 Influence of viscosity on granular
source parameters
We saw in the last section that the pion transverse-
momentum spectrum and elliptic flow change little for
the granular source with and without viscosity. How-
ever, the pion HBT radius Rout of the viscous granu-
lar source is obviously smaller than that of the gran-
ular source without viscosity. Because Rout is related
not only to the source space-geometry but also to the
source evolution time and expansion velocity in high-
energy heavy-ion collisions [53, 100, 104, 107, 108], it is
sensitive to the geometry as well as velocity parameters
in the granular source model. The model parameters we
used in the last section are fixed for the granular sources
without viscosity [54]. In this section, we will determine
the model parameters for the viscous granular sources by
the experimental data of pion HBT radii as well as pion
transverse-momentum spectra and elliptic flow.
Table 1. Adjusted model parameter values and their original values in Ref. [54].
Set II Set I [54]
σd (fm) ∆RT (fm) aT ∆aT σd (fm) ∆RT (fm) aT ∆aT
Au-Au, 0–5 % 3.0 0.21 0.445 0.069 2.5 0.70 0.469 0.066
Au-Au, 10–20% 2.8 0.15 0.434 0.126 2.5 0.50 0.457 0.122
Au-Au, 30–50% 2.5 0.00 0.408 0.167 2.5 0.30 0.453 0.156
Pb-Pb, 10–20% 3.0 0.27 0.471 0.095 2.5 0.90 0.496 0.092
Pb-Pb, 40–50% 2.5 0.00 0.412 0.130 2.5 0.40 0.434 0.127
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As viscosity speeds up droplet evolution, on average,
we increase the initial droplet radius parameter σd and
decrease the initial droplet velocity parameter aT for the
viscous granular source compared to those for the gran-
ular source without viscosity, to counteract the effects
of viscosity on the source evolution. The increase of σd
leads to an increase of the HBT radius Rout and also an
increase of the HBT radius Rside. We further decrease
the shell parameter ∆RT for the viscous granular source
to decrease the value of Rside, and adjust the velocity
parameters aT and ∆aT somewhat to let the results of
the momentum spectrum and elliptic flow of the viscous
granular sources conform to the experimental data. The
other model parameters used for the viscous granular
sources are the same as in Ref. [54] for the granular
sources without viscosity. In Table 1, we present the
adjusted model parameter values (Set II) for the vis-
cous granular sources for heavy-ion collisions of Au-Au
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in the centrality intervals 0-5%,
10-20%, 30-50%, and for heavy-ion collisions of Pb-Pb
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the centrality intervals 10-20%
and 40-50%. Meanwhile, the corresponding model pa-
rameter values in Ref. [54] (Set I), determined for the
granular sources without viscosity, are also presented for
comparison.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Pion HBT radii of granular sources without viscosity (cyan solid lines) and with viscosity (red
dashed and blue dot-dashed lines), for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN =200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =2.76
TeV in the same centrality intervals as in Figs. 3 – 5. The model parameters used for the solid and dashed lines are
the same as in Ref. [54] (parameter set I), and the dot-dashed lines are for the results of viscous granular sources
with the adjusted model parameters (parameter set II). The experimental results of the HBT radii of Au-Au
collisions measured by the STAR collaboration [71], and Pb-Pb collisions measured by the ALICE collaboration
[99] are also plotted.
In Fig. 6, we compare the pion HBT radii of viscous
granular sources with the adjusted model parameters
(visc-II) and with the model parameters as in Ref. [54]
for granular sources without viscosity (visc-I). We also
compare with the results of the granular source without
viscosity (non-visc) and the experimental data of Au-Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [71] and Pb-Pb collisions
at
√
sNN =2.76 TeV [99] in the same centrality intervals
as in Figs. 3 – 5. Here, the lines are obtained by fitting
the separated results of HBT radii R(kT ) of the granu-
lar sources with a binomial of kT . The HBT results of
Rout for the viscous granular sources with the adjusted
parameters are larger than those with the original model
parameters [54] and closer to the experimental results.
There is not much difference in the results of the HBT
radiiRside andRlong for the two sets of model parameters.
We further examine the pion transverse-momentum
spectrum and elliptic flow of the granular sources with
the model parameter sets I and II. In Fig. 7, we show
the results of pion transverse-momentum spectrum [in
panel (a)] and elliptic flow [in panels (b) and (c)] of the
granular sources with and without viscosity, for Au-Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in the centrality inter-
vals 0-5%, 10-20%, and 30-50%, and Pb-Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in the centrality intervals 10-20%
and 40-50%. Here, the cyan solid lines are for granular
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sources without viscosity and calculated with model pa-
rameter set I, the same as in Ref. [54]. The red dashed
and blue dot-dashed lines are for viscous granular sources
with model parameter sets I and II, respectively. The ex-
perimental data of the momentum spectrum and elliptic
flow measured by the PHENIX and STAR collaborations
at the RHIC [87, 88, 90], and by the ALICE collabora-
tion at the LHC [91, 92] are also plotted. At lower pT ,
the results of the momentum spectra (or elliptic flow)
of the granular sources with and without viscosity have
little difference, and they are agree with the experimen-
tal data. The differences between the granular source
results and the experimental data at larger pt are due
to the absence of hard processes in the granular source
models.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) (a) Pion transverse momentum spectra of granular sources without viscosity (cyan solid lines)
and with viscosity (red dashed lines and blue dot-dashed lines), for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and
Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The model parameters used for the granular sources without viscosity are
the same as in Ref. [54] (parameter set I), and the parameters used for the viscous granular sources are the same as
in Ref. [54] (parameter set I) and the adjusted model parameters (parameter set II), respectively. The experimental
data measured by the PHENIX and the STAR collaborations at the RHIC [87, 88] and by the ALICE collaboration
at the LHC [89] are also plotted. (b) and (c) Pion elliptic flow of the granular sources without viscosity (cyan solid
lines) and with viscosity (red dashed lines for model parameter set I and blue dot-dashed lines for model parameter
set II)), for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, respectively. The
experimental data measured by the STAR collaboration at the RHIC [90] and by the ALICE collaboration at the
LHC [91, 92] are also plotted in panels (b) and (c), respectively.
In early articles on viscous hydrodynamics, it was
pointed out that shear viscosity may lead to the increase
in the particle transverse-momentum spectrum at high
pT [9, 10, 29, 35], and to the decrease of elliptic flow
in high pT regions compared to the ideal hydrodynamic
results [12, 28–30, 35]. Also, it was expected that the
viscosity might increase the HBT radius Rout and de-
crease slightly the HBT radius Rside [9, 32]. In the last
few years, many groups have utilizes the viscosity effects
on the momentum spectrum and elliptic flow to investi-
gate the QGP viscosities, by comparing their model re-
sults with experimental data from relativistic heavy-ion
collisions [38–40, 45–52]. In Ref. [36], P. Boz˙ek inves-
tigated the HBT radii for central heavy-ion collisions in
a viscous hydrodynamic model and found that the ini-
tial pre-equilibrium flow reduces the HBT radius Rout.
It has also been found that the bulk viscosity has very
small influence on HBT radii [37].
In the viscous granular source model considered, the
outward motion of the droplet reduces the effect of vis-
cosity on transverse-momentum spectra, as mentioned in
Sec. 3. Because the elliptic flow in the granular source
model is determined by the anisotropic initial velocity
of the droplets, the influences of viscosity on the v2 val-
ues are negligible. As a result, the differences in the
model velocity parameters between granular sources with
and without viscosity are very small. However, viscosity
may increase the HBT radius Rout in the granular source
model and therefore lead to changes in the geometry pa-
rameters of the viscous granular sources from those of the
granular sources without viscosity. One can see from Ta-
ble 1 that the values of σd for the viscous granular sources
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are larger than those for the granular sources without
viscosity, except for the most peripheral collisions. Also,
the values of the shell parameter of source ∆RT of the
viscous granular sources are smaller than those of the
granular sources without viscosity. These indicate that
the viscous granular sources have larger droplets and a
less obvious shell-like structure than the granular sources
without viscosity. The average number of droplets in a
granular source is related to the initial source volume
R2TRZ , the shell parameter ∆RT , and σd. For a uniform
distribution of the droplets in a granular source, the av-
erage number of droplets in the source is proportional
to (R2TRz/〈a3〉) ∝ (R2TRz/σ3d), where 〈a3〉 denotes the
average of the droplet-radius cube over granular sources
with the same collision energy and centrality.
5 Summary and Discussion
Based on the second-order Mu¨ller-Israel-Stewart the-
ory of dissipative hydrodynamics [61], we have given
a viscous hydrodynamic description for a spherical
QGP droplet and examined its evolution. A granular
source model consisting of the viscous QGP droplets
has been developed. We have analyzed pion transverse-
momentum spectra, elliptic flow, and Hanbury-Brown-
Twiss (HBT) interferometry in the viscous granular
source model, for collisions of Au-Au at
√
sNN =200 GeV
and Pb-Pb at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and in different cen-
trality intervals. By comparing the multi-observable re-
sults of the granular sources with the experimental data,
we have investigated the effects of viscosity on the ob-
servables. We find that the shear viscosity of the QGP
droplet speeds up the droplet evolution and the influ-
ence of the bulk viscosity on the evolution is negligi-
ble. Although there are viscous effects on the droplet
evolution, the pion transverse-momentum spectrum and
elliptic flow change little for granular sources with and
without viscosity. This is because the outward motion of
droplets in the granular sources reduce the effect of vis-
cosity on the pion momentum spectrum, and the value
of elliptic flow is mainly determined by the anisotropic
initial velocities of droplets in the granular source model.
The crucial effect of droplet viscosity is on the HBT ra-
dius Rout. It has a significant decrease for viscous gran-
ular sources compared to granular sources without vis-
cosity.
In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, transverse-
momentum spectra, elliptic flow, and HBT correlations
are important observables. The experimental data of
these observables give strict constraints on the model
parameters. Examining the changes in model parame-
ters with collision energy, centrality, and viscosity may
provide an integrated picture of source geometry and dy-
namics. We determine the model parameters of the vis-
cous granular sources by the experimental data of these
observables for pions and investigate the effects of vis-
cosity on the model parameters. The results indicate
that the viscosity of the droplet leads to an increase in
the initial droplet-radius parameter and decreases in the
source-shell parameter and the initial droplet velocity in
the granular source model. These change the initial pic-
ture of a granular source relative to the case without
viscosity.
As a simplification of the particle-emitting sources
with granular inhomogeneous structures formed in ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions, granular source models
are used to describe the system evolution after a later
stage of QGP expansion. In the models, the QGP lumps
are assumed to have spherical geometry for simplicity,
and anisotropic pressure in the early QGP matter is
assumed to lead to anisotropic initial velocities of the
droplets. We determine the model geometry and velocity
parameters (RT ,Rz,σd) and (aT ,∆aT ,az, bT , bz) by the
experimental data of the multi-observables in order to
let the model reproduce these experimental observables.
The variations of the model parameters with collision
centrality and energy exhibit certain regularities. The
results of the pion transverse-momentum spectra, elliptic
flow, and HBT radii of the granular sources are in accor-
dance with the experimental data of Au-Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76
TeV in different centrality intervals. This means that
the granular source model, with several evolving centers
as the main characteristic, reflects in some degree the
physics of the system evolution during the later stages
of heavy-ion collisions. The model parameters of the
granular sources determined by the experimental data
are helpful for the study of the QGP properties and dy-
namics at earlier stages. Finally, it should be mentioned
that the present granular source models involve neither
the possible overlap of the droplets evolving later, nor
particle rescattering and absorption by other droplets in
the source. Further improvements of the granular source
model to make it more realistic, and applying it to other
hadron observable analyses, such as kaons, will be of in-
terest.
The authors would like to thank M. J. Efaaf, Z. Q.
Su, L. Cheng, and H. C. Song for their helpful discus-
sions.
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Appendix A: Derivation for relaxation equation
Here, we give details of how to derive the relaxation equations for shear viscosity in Eq. (7) from Eq. (4).
1. First term of Eq. (4)
The first term of Eq. (4) can be expanded as
τpi∆
µα∆νβDπαβ = τpi(g
µα−uµuα)(gνβ−uνuβ)Dπαβ
= τpig
µα
g
νβ
Dπαβ−τpigµαuνuβDπαβ−τpiuµuαgνβDπαβ−τpiuµuαuνuβDπαβ .
(A1)
With the relations Dgµν =Dg
µν =0 and the orthogonality uµπ
µν = uµπµν =0, we have

g
µα
g
νβ
Dπαβ = g
νβ[D(gµαπαβ)− (Dgµα)παβ] = gνβ(Dπµβ),
g
µα
u
ν
u
β
Dπαβ = g
µα
u
ν [D(uβπαβ)− (Duβ)παβ] =−gµαuν(Duβ)παβ ,
u
µ
u
α
g
νβ
Dπαβ = g
νβ
u
µ[D(uαπαβ)− (Duα)παβ] =−gνβuµ(Duα)παβ,
u
µ
u
α
u
ν
u
β
Dπαβ = u
µ
u
ν [uαD(uβπαβ)− (Duβ)uαπαβ ] = 0.
(A2)
Therefore, the first term of Eq. (4) can be expressed as
τpi∆
µα∆νβDπαβ = τpi[g
νβ(Dπµβ)+I
µν], (A3)
where
I
µν≡gµαuν(Duβ)παβ+gνβuµ(Duα)παβ. (A4)
For a symmetrical sphere, uθ =uφ=0, so Iθθ= Iφφ=0. The non-vanishing components of Iµν are as follows,

I
tt= gtαut(Duβ)παβ+g
tβ
u
t(Duα)παβ
=2gtαut(Duβ)παβ =2g
tt
u
t(Dut)πtt+2g
tt
u
t(Dur)πtr =−2γ4vr(Dvr)τ rr,
I
tr = gtαur(Duβ)παβ+g
rβ
u
t(Duα)παβ
= gttur(Dut)πtt+g
tt
u
r(Dur)πtr+g
rr
u
t(Dut)πtr+g
rr
u
t(Dur)πrr =−γ4[v2r+1](Dvr)τ rr,
I
rt= grαut(Duβ)παβ+g
tβ
u
r(Duα)παβ = I
tr
,
I
rr = grαur(Duβ)παβ+g
rβ
u
r(Duα)παβ
=2grαur(Duβ)παβ =2g
rr
u
r(Dut)πrt+2g
rr
u
r(Dur)πrr =−2γ4vr(Dvr)τ rr= Itt.
(A5)
Here we use the relations
γ=
1√
1−v2r
, vr
∂(γvr)
∂t
=
∂γ
∂t
, vr
∂(γvr)
∂r
=
∂γ
∂r
. (A6)
Therefore, we have
τpi∆
tα∆tβDπαβ = τpi[g
tβ(Dπtβ)+I
tt] = τpi[g
tt(Dπtt)+I
tt] = τpiγ
2
v
2
r (Dτ
rr),
τpi∆
tα∆rβDπαβ = τpi[g
tβ(Dπrβ)+I
tr] = τpi[g
tt(Dπrt)+I
tr] = τpiγ
2
vr(Dτ
rr),
τpi∆
rα∆tβDπαβ = τpi[g
rβ(Dπtβ)+I
rt] = τpi[g
rr(Dπtr)+I
rt] = τpi∆
tα∆rβDπαβ ,
τpi∆
rα∆rβDπαβ = τpi[g
rβ(Dπrβ)+I
rr] = τpi[g
rr(Dπrr)+I
rr] = τpiγ
2(Dτ rr),
τpi∆
θα∆θβDπαβ = τpi[g
θβ(Dπθβ)]= τpi[g
θθ(Dπθθ)]= τpi
1
r2
(Dτ θθ),
τpi∆
φα∆φβDπαβ = τpi[g
φβ(Dπφβ)]= τpi[g
φφ(Dπφφ)]= τpi
1
r2 sin2 θ
(Dτφφ),
(A7)
where D= γ(∂t+vr∂r).
2. Second term of Eq. (4)
For a spherical system, we have
π
µν =


γ2v2rτ
tt γ2vrτ
tr 0 0
γ2vrτ
rt γ2τ rr 0 0
0 0 1
r2
τ θθ 0
0 0 0 1
r2 sin2 θ
τφφ

 , (A8)
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where τ tt= τ tr = τ rt= τ rr and τ θθ= τφφ.
παβ =gαµπ
µν
gνβ
=


1 0 0 0
−1 0 0
0 −r2 0
0 0 −r2 sin2 θ




γ2v2rτ
rr γ2vrτ
rr 0 0
γ2vrτ
rr γ2vrτ
rr 0 0
0 0 1
r2
τ θθ 0
0 0 0 0 1
r2 sin2 θ
τφφ




1 0 0 0
−1 0 0
0 −r2 0
0 0 −r2 sin2 θ


=


γ2v2rτ
rr −γ2vrτ rr 0 0
−γ2vrτ rr γ2τ rr 0 0
0 0 r2τ θθ 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 θτφφ

 ,
(A9)
π
µ
ν = g
µλ
πλν
=


1 0 0 0
−1 0 0
0 − 1
r2
0
0 0 − 1
r2 sin2 θ




γ2v2rτ
rr −γ2vrτ rr 0 0
−γ2vrτ rr γ2τ rr 0 0
0 0 r2τ θθ 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 θτφφ


=


γ2v2rτ
rr −γ2vrτ rr 0 0
γ2vrτ
rr −γ2τ rr 0 0
0 0 −τ θθ 0
0 0 0 −τφφ

 .
(A10)
As πµν is traceless, i.e. πµµ=0, so τ
rr+τ θθ+τφφ=0.
3. Third term of Eq. (4)
For the third term of Eq. (4), we have
∇<µuν> ≡∇(µuν)− 1
3
∆µνdλu
λ
=
1
2
(∇µuν+∇νuµ)− 1
3
∆µνΘ,
(A11)
and
∇µuα=∆µνdνuα=∆µν
(
∂νu
α+Γανλu
λ
)
, (A12)
where Θ= dλu
λ, and we further define θ˜≡∂λuλ. Then, we have
∇µuα=


∇tut ∇tur 0
∇rut ∇rur 0
0 0 ∇θuθ 0
0 0 0 ∇φuφ

=


−γ2v2r θ˜ −γ2vr θ˜ 0 0
−γ2vr θ˜ −γ2θ˜ 0 0
0 0 − 1
r3
γvr 0
0 0 0 − 1
r3 sin2 θ
γvr

 , (A13)
∇〈µuν〉=


∇〈tut〉 ∇〈tur〉 0 0
∇〈rut〉 ∇〈rur〉 0 0
0 0 ∇〈θuθ〉 0
0 0 0 ∇〈φuφ〉

=


γ2v2rσ
rr γ2vrσ
rr 0 0
γ2vrσ
rr γ2σrr 0 0
0 0 1
r2
σθθ 0
0 0 0 1
r2 sin2 θ
σφφ

 , (A14)
where 

σ
tt=σtr =σrt= σrr=
[
−θ+ 1
3
Θ
]
σ
θθ= σφφ=
[
−γ vr
r
+
1
3
Θ
] ⇒ σrr=−2σθθ=−2σφφ. (A15)
4. Last term of Eq. (4)
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The last term of Eq. (4) can be written as
1
2
π
µν
η˜T dλ
(
τpiu
λ
η˜T
)
=
1
2
π
µν
η˜T
[
τpi
η˜T
dλu
λ+uλdλ
(
τpi
η˜T
)]
=
1
2
π
µν
η˜T
[
τpi
η˜T
Θ+D
(
τpi
η˜T
)]
. (A16)
Now, one can obtain the shear-viscosity related differential equations in Eq. (7) from the above derivations.
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